WORKSHOP
FEE

Advanced Analytics

RM400

Business Values
& Opportunities
Designed for industry participants to hear from the experts the
business values and opportunities of advanced analytics

Venue : Vistana Hotel, Penang (9:00am – 5:00pm)
Date : 12th of March 2019
Organiser:

In collaboration with:
The Operations Research /
Management Science
Society of Malaysia
(MSORSM)
INDUSTRY

EXPERTS

Advanced Analytics

Business Values
& Opportunities
This 1-day workshop is designed for industry participants to hear
from the experts the business values and opportunities of
analytics.

The workshop begins with environment scan, discusses the rise
of analytics, and the different types of analytics, namely
Descriptive, Predictive, and Prescriptive Analytics (also called
Operations Research or OR).

Category

Fee (RM)

Industry / Professional

RM 400.00

The invited speakers, who are industry experts in these fields,
will talk about Predictive and Prescriptive Analytics, its business
values, and success stories. The opportunities and challenges
will be discussed as well.

MSORSM member / Students

RM 200.00

This is followed by demonstration on how both Predictive and
Prescriptive Analytics can be done. Participants can then interact
with the speakers during Panel Discussion which consists
panellists from both industry and academia.
Finally, the workshop recommends how to get started in this
area, e.g. upskilling employees with the right skills through short
courses and/or part-time graduate study, research partnership
with local universities, or leveraging third parties.

*includes buffet lunch and coffee/tea breaks.
*Fee (inclusive of Sales and Services Tax - SST).
* MSORSM member are required to email Proof of membership.
* Proof of Student I.D. is compulsory.
Note: Fee does not cover accommodation and travelling expenses.
(For company that contributes to HRDF, this workshop is claimable under
the HRDF SBL Scheme – subject to HRDF approval).
Collaboration Partner:

Advanced Analytics

Business Values
& Opportunities

“By attending this event,
attendees will get better
ideas of the competitive
advantage of Analytics, its
business values, how other
companies have successfully
gained from it, and how to
embark on this.”

Collaboration Partner:
INDUSTRY

EXPERTS

TENTATIVE

Collaboration Partner:

TIME

TENTATIVE DETAILS

8:30am

Registration

9:00am – 9:15am

Opening, Environment Scan & Introduction to Analytics

9:15am – 10:15am

Predictive Analytics : Dr. Lee Yuan Harng

10:15am – 10:45am

Coffee Break

10:45am – 11:45am

Prescriptive Analytics (Operations Research):
Mr Sim Cheng Hwee

11:45am – 1:00pm

Demonstration
– Mr Chang Chi Wai (Predictive Analytics demo using R)
– Dr. Anwar Ali (Prescriptive Analytics demo using Excel)

1:00pm – 2:00pm

Lunch

2:00pm – 3:30pm

Panel Discussion facilitated by Dr. Anwar Ali
• Assoc Prof Dr. Adibah Shuib (UiTM), MSORSM
President
• Mr Sim Cheng Hwee
• Dr. Lee Yuan Harng
• Mr. Chang Chi Wai

3:30pm – 4:00pm

Tea Break

4:00pm – 5:00pm

How to Get Started, What MSORSM Can Offer

SPEAKER

Mr Sim Cheng Hwee is the Managing Director of Integrated Decision Systems Consultancy Pte Ltd who
founded the company in April 1996. He has more than 25 years of experience in operations research
consultancy. He studied in Yokohama National University under Japan’s Mombusho Scholarship and graduated
in 1983 with a B.Eng. in Naval Architecture. He won a Ministry of Defence scholarship in 1988 to study
Operations Research at the US Naval Postgraduate School and graduated in 1989 with an M.Sc.(with
Distinction).
Mr Sim oversaw all aspects of operations research work in Mindef as Head Ops Analysis Dept in the Chief
Defence Scientist Office for many years and was concurrently the Head of Planning for the Defence Technology
Group (now called Defence Science & Technology Agency) for about 2 years. In this role, he was heavily
involved in developing planning policies and processes in order to continuously renew the organisation and
better position for the future. He also provided analytical support for many plans and developed a broad
understanding of technology and how a large organisation should organise itself to harness technological
innovation to stay ahead. Prior to his studies in the US, he was serving his PSC bond in the Naval Logistics
Department as a Naval Architect where he was involved in hovercraft, condition-monitoring, computer-aided
drawing projects.

Name : Mr Sim Cheng Hwee

Managing Director :
Integrated Decision Systems Consultancy

Collaboration Partner:

His areas of expertise include logistics and supply chain planning, strategic planning and manpower
planning. He had provided consultancy in and guided development work in HR strategy and operations, supply
chain issues including ammunition storage planning, manufacturing facility design, spares optimization and
national level healthcare and library services. He continues to advise on these matters to various government
agencies.
Mr Sim is a Past President of the Operations Research Society of Singapore, member of INFORMS (US-based
OR professional society), and member of the UK Operational Research Society. He was appointed Adjunct
Professor at Zhejiang University Ningbo Institute of Technology from Jun 2009 to May 2011 and was an
Adjunct Lecturer at Institute of System Science -National University of Singapore and the Singapore Civil
Service College. He served on the Scientific Advisory Committee for National Research Foundation’s Future
Resilient Systems research programme. He is a member of Xinova’s Inventor Network contributing ideas to
solve challenging business problems. He is proficient in English, Japanese and Mandarin.

SPEAKER

Dr. Lee Yuan Harng is a seasoned professional in the field of analytics and
has over 7 years of experience working as a data analytics consultant in
Malaysia and Singapore. His experiences include:
Building predictive models for various marketing teams across banking,
media, telco and retail industry
Building predictive models to anticipate breakdown in mass transit rail
systems
Building predictive models for student performance in tertiary education
Building predictive models for assessing employee attrition risk within
large MNC organizations

Name: Dr Lee Yuan Harng
COO : Commerce DotAsia Data Holdings
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Dr. Lee graduated with a B.Sc in Mathematical Physics from University of
Nottingham in 2006. He worked briefly before continuing his study and
graduated with PhD in Mathematics (Quantum Integrable Systems) from
University of Queensland in 2012.

SPEAKER

Dr. Anwar Ali has 27 years’ experience in semiconductor industry, 2 years
at Texas Instruments followed by 25 years at Intel Technology Sdn Bhd.
He was a Principal Engineer for his last 5 years at Intel. He practised
Operations Research (discrete event simulation and mathematical
optimization) for 13 years while at Intel.
His areas of expertise include high fidelity equipment simulation
modelling, factory capacity modelling and optimization, and the relevant
enterprise data integration involved. Currently Dr. Anwar is doing
training and consulting in Operations Research. He is an exco member of
MSORSM.

Name : Dr. Anwar Ali
Principal Consultant :

The Optimization Expert PLT
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Dr. Anwar completed his B.Eng. in Mechanical Engineering (Industrial
Engineering major) from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) in 1988,
M.Sc. in Decision Science from Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM) in 2005,
and D.Eng in Engineering Business Management from UTM in 2014.

SPEAKER

Name: Associate Professor Dr. Adibah Shuib
Faculty of Computer and Mathematical
Sciences (UiTM)
MSORSM President
Collaboration Partner:

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Adibah Shuib is an Associate Professor at the Centre for
Mathematics Studies at the Faculty of Computer and Mathematical Sciences
(FSKM) of Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM). She received her Bachelor of Science
degree in Mathematics and Master of Science in Computational & Applied
Mathematics from the Old Dominion University, USA. She received her PhD in
Mathematics and Statistics from the University of Birmingham, United Kingdom.
She has been the President of the Management Science / Operations Research
Society since 2015. She is also the Treasurer of the Confederation of Scientific and
Technological Associations in Malaysia (COSTAM) and also the Secretary of the Asia
Pacific Operations Research Society (APORS).
She is currently also attached to Malaysia Institute of Transport (MITRANS), UiTM
as the Head of Research and Publications. Prior to this post, she has held several
administration posts including the Head of Strategic Planning (Performance
Measurement) at the Centre for Strategic Planning and Information (CSPI), UiTM,
Deputy Dean (Quality and Research) and also Deputy Dean (Academic) of FSKM.
With background in Mathematics, Statistics and Operations Research, Assoc. Prof.
Dr. Adibah Shuib has been involved with various research related to Operations
Research / Management Science and Management Mathematics. Her deep
interest lies on mathematical programming modelling and optimization involving
many areas of applications such as vehicle routing and scheduling, diet planning,
workforce scheduling, machine scheduling, portfolio investments and network
optimization. She believes that she is analytically minded and also that valuable
information can be harvested from abundance of available data, capable of
increasing the efficiency of decision making and the economy in numerous ways.

SPEAKER

Name: Mr. Chang Chi Wai
Director: AHP Products
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CW Chang is the Director of AHP Products; a company specialized in providing high
performance statistical computing and big data software for machine learning and
prediction. Their customers are in the semiconductor, engineering, natural
resources, medical research, property development, finance and retailing
industries and were located in USA, UK, South Pacific, Bangladesh, India, Indonesia
and Thailand. They also collaborate with government agencies on projects,
workshop and public training courses.
He is a valued speaker on statistical modeling and machine learning, presenting at
the public universities and professional forums. He is also a member for the
Advisory Panel in the Tunku Abdul Rahman University College for the Faculty of
Computing and Information Technology.
CW Chang has close to 26 years of industry experiences include as the senior
product manager for a leading online company in South Asia, and Head of IT for a
largest MNC optic-electronic manufacturer. He has a long and distinctive career
with Intel Corporation where he managed a global disperse team that responsible
for the mission critical system support for Intel’s worldwide manufacturing facilities
in the United States, Ireland, Costa Rica, China, Philippines and Malaysia.
He was a Commonwealth Scholar, earned his postgraduate degree in Artificial
Intelligence from the School of Cognitive and Computing Sciences, University of
Sussex. He obtained his bachelor degree from University Technology of Malaysia
with His Majesty Yang di-Pertuan Agong of Malaysia’s Royal Award. He is also a
Malaysian government scholar and recipient of the Tunku Abdul Rahman
Foundation’s Gold Medal.

Click Here:

http://bit.ly/2LmCnyP
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